
MAWC Fall Festival Notes and News: Current as of : 11/3/2022

To the Leader of the Fall Festival:

1) Dunk Tank: No dunk tank in future fall festivals. Too cold to keep volunteers in tank. Dunk Tank is now a summer event.

2) Volunteers need a viable lunch for the planning meetings and during the fall festival itself. Not all volunteers have the
ability to break away or have someone get their lunch during the festival setup. Someone needs to be designated to
organize and execute the lunch on the Sunday of the fall festival, but it cannot be the leader. If you are leading this Fall
Festival, you are the last one that needs to provide lunch for the rest of the team during this time. You have other things
to worry about. Delegate. If no one steps up, then volunteers can pack lunches for that day.

3) If you allow the public early entry, you elect to put more pressure on volunteers. We do not owe the public early entry
into a free event that forces volunteers to show up earlier than necessary. Actively Block off entrance until the 3 p.m.
start time or charge admission until 3 p.m. The leader must set and enforce this healthy boundary. I am not kidding
about the admission. The promise of admission before 3 will set the behavior of the public for future years. Remove all
guests and any non-volunteer members at 6. If they remain, put them to work.

4) Church members or attendees that are not Fall Festival volunteers ahead of time need to go through the registration line
just like the public. We need to announce this during October church services and they need to bring fast pass with them
or else go through the entire registration process.

5) Food
a. Plan for a set number of visitors, make that food, and when it runs out, it runs out. No last- minute runs to

Galaxy. Bracelet system should help moderate food consumption.
b. Cotton Candy machine from Cooke’s did not pan out. Recommend against renting next year. Cotton Candy can

be served outside with popcorn.
c. All eating is outside. Fellowship hall tables should be cordoned off.
d. Popcorn can be made day before, individually bagged, and served outside with cotton candy.
e. Hotdogs can be picked up at kitchen, but eaten outside too. Recommend that tables not be used in fellowship

hall because everyone just brings the popcorn in the fellowship hall and creates a huge mess.

6) Last minute volunteers can help mitigate impact of last minute cancellations, but they are not that beneficial because
volunteer opportunities must be quantified the week of the event based on the quantity that did volunteer. We cancel
games and activities if we don’t get volunteers before the event, so a last-minute volunteer is limited in impact. The last-
minute volunteer actually puts more stress on the busiest time for the leaders since they have to figure out where to
allocate the extra manpower in the middle of execution. Last minute volunteers need to register as guests first.

7) Expect 50-60 volunteers to run the event. You must prioritize man power against the biggest demand signals
a. Overhead is a fixed manpower cost

i. Parking is the biggest liability risk to the Church. It must be manned properly
ii. Food is going to be needed by the public that is visiting more in the future than even today.
iii. Trash/Bathroom maintenance is a requirement
iv. Setup/Take Down: You will burn out volunteers, who will not volunteer in the future, if they have to

commit to the entire weekend or a 12+ hour day of the event. As the leader, you must be disciplined
enough to break up your human capital pool into teams with defined starting and end points. Hope is
not a strategy. Begging is not a strategy. The fall festival can only be as big as the church body is willing
to support.

v. Take down team is the primary volunteer recruiting requirement
vi. Monitoring the bouncy castle is a requirement for 2 people (+2 for relief).
vii. Security
viii. Providing water and breaks to the volunteers (48 water bottles minimum)
ix. As the leader, you need to make sure that the overhead, the “not fun stuff,” is properly manned before

the more rewarding duties/tasks are manned.
b. Ministry enabled by the Overhead and is a variable manpower cost

i. Games
ii. Outside Agents

1. Llama Guy
2. Blacksmith

iii. Hay ride
1. Two tractors if possible

iv. Pumpkin patch
v. Trunk or Treat
vi. Prayer Table
vii. Balloons

c. Maximize the volunteer’s time. Our goal is for the volunteers to:
i. Arrive as late as possible
ii. Leave as early as possible
iii. Have fun and fellowship with the other volunteers



iv. Be Busy!
v.

8) How to retain volunteers:
a. If there are volunteers sitting around waiting on something or are being ignored, that is a leadership failure and

those volunteers will not volunteer the next time.
b. Leadership must value the volunteer’s time. If you tell volunteers to arrive at a certain time, be ready to receive

them, task them, or relieve them of their duty.
c. Do you have a training plan for the volunteers? Perhaps published stand-alone instructions like we had for setup

and take down?

9) How to attract volunteers:
a. Show them that they are appreciated
b. Show them that they are making a difference
c. The Pastor needs to set expectations for Church OUT-reach starting in September

10) “Week of “ Leader Tasks:
a. Trash detail
b. Bathroom Detail
c. Decide how many to feed and stick to it. When the food runs out, the food runs out. As a rule of thumb, expect:

i. 600 attendees,
ii. 400 hotdogs/buns,
iii. 10-12 bags of chips,
iv. 8 gallons of Tea,
v. 4 gallons of lemonade,
vi. 375 cups of chicken stew (Robert Troutman lead for how to make this)
vii. 400 bags of popcorn
viii. 300 bags of cotton candy

d. Do we have enough Ice? Our ice machine can serve about 300.
e. Bottled water for volunteers only (48). Guest may have water from kitchen
f. Ensure that you have at least 800 numbered wristbands

11) Realistic expectations on candy:
a. As inflation really kicks in, is it realistic to hand out as much candy this year as last year?
b. Precedent does not apply when inflation is involved

12) Most popular items during the festival based on the crowd choices (not leader opinions):
a. The Tractor Ride (probably need two tractor rides)
b. The food for the adults
c. The Balloon Table
d. The Bouncy Houses

13) Volunteers below the age of 18 cannot be dropped off during the set up without a responsible adult present at all times.
Under 18’s can help their parents, but we cannot mind youth and set up the fall festival at the same time. Youth need no
access to the candy before the event.

14) I recommend a system of wristbands to:
i. ensure that we serve as many people as possible by reducing abuse of the system (people going back for

seconds/thirds/+ before other guests get served at all)
ii. keep track of our numbers.
iii. Deter guests and members skipping registration

b. When guests arrive, they receive these wristbands at registration, which will eliminate multiple trips through the
lines and help us serve as many as possible.

c. To do this, require a unique mark on each wristband for each cup of stew, each hotdog, each popcorn bag, and
each cotton candy bag.

i. H for hotdog
ii. C for Cotton Candy
iii. P for pop corn
iv. S for Stew
v. Once a guest has HCPS marked on their wristband, they must wait until 5:45 for seconds
vi. If they want a second wristband, they need to go back to registration and explain why.

d. wristbands also give us a very accurate head count because those that skip registration can’t get food. This also
helps us plan for quantities of popcorn, cotton candy, and food procurement.

e. It is not fair for the early birds to go through all the lines multiple times, so wristbands offer quick accountability
of food service.

f. If someone skips registration, they need to return to get a wristband at registration.
i. If there is an extenuating circumstance, the fall festival leader or volunteer care team can provide a wrist

band. Any volunteer that has an issue needs to contact the leadership team via text during the event.
ii. No one else needs to hand out wristbands to the public or non-volunteer church members for a free

event.



15) Members did not bring fast pass to the fall festival
a. We need to announce fast pass purpose more in September and October during services.
b. If the member forgets the fast pass, then they do the full registration.

16) Bouncy Castles:
a. Each Castle needs two authoritarian volunteers to maintain law and order
b. Age Limits on both need to be established and enforced (post signs)
c. Set a schedule to get kids out of the castle (bell, alarm, etc.)

17) Porta-John in the grass field may be beneficial

18) Wheel chairs need to have access to bathrooms and to the food. Not practical to have access to other events in grass
field. How do they get around barriers? Registration to should notify leadership text string so the leader can make
arrangements to let them in.

19) We need to promote the Fall Festival as our church’s Outreach to the community.
a. Out-reach is not In-reach.
b. The purpose, and priority, of the Fall Festival is for our church to reach people in the community that do not go to

our church so they can see who, what, when, and where we are. The Fall Festival is our church recruiting new
members and families. We are not recruiting those already attending.

c. Church Members and attendees are welcome to attend the fall festival, but they are not the priority during this
outreach event. Members and Attendees with kids are especially welcome, and we have no realistic
expectations that they serve during the actual festival, but they can help on setup efforts, cleaning up in the days
following, or serve in a following year.

d. Our volunteers for the Fall Festival are giving their time and effort for outreach, not to serve other church
members or attendees. There are other events throughout the year to serve others with-in our Church.

20) How do you judge success of an event like the fall festival?
a. No one was hurt?
b. The hungry were fed?
c. The spiritually hurting were spiritually fed?
d. The Children were entertained?

The tough part about this judgement call is that the Fall Festival is about sewing long term seeds. You will not get immediate
feedback. Two years from now, you may discover that a member’s first impression of MAWC was an event like the Fall Festival


